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Coaching through 

Scarcity



Learning Objectives:

Scarcity and It’s 
Impact on Client 

Performance

Understanding 
of Scarcity & 
Behavioral 
Economics

Coaching 
Clients 

Experiencing 
Scarcity



Anyone can coach…



WHY COACHING?
as compared to counseling, consulting, mentoring



Coaching Distinctions

Coaching – forward movement, 
emphasis on action

Counseling – the provision of 
assistance and guidance in resolving 
personal, social, or other barriers



Coaching Distinctions

Coaching – client chooses the agenda

Consulting – specialized expertise, recommends 
solutions

Mentoring – provides wisdom and guidance from 
personal experience



What is Coaching?

Coaching is a partnership to help clients set and achieve their goals

The Coach: 
• Facilitates the sessions 
• Helps families develop awareness
• Helps build new perspectives
• Helps familes discover their skills and strengths
• Help families set goals and take action to achieve 

their goals



What is Coaching?

Coaching is a partnership to help clients set and achieve their goals

The Client: 
• Brings their knowledge of themselves and their 

dreams
• Brings their honesty about where they are at
• Brings a willingness to coach
• Takes action with the help of their Career & Life 

Coach



Assumptions of the Coaching Approach

Every client is creative, 
capable, and 
resourceful.

A strengths-based to 
achieve long-term 
stability. 

Create environments 
that make change 
possible. 

Greater self-awareness 
leads to increased 
performance and 
fulfillment. 

Change has a rippling 
effect throughout 
many aspects of life.

The rate of change is 
unique to each client 
and varies over time 
and tasks.
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• The client is the expert of his or her life.

• The financial coach is being the facilitator of 
an empowering process.

• Together the synergy created through this 
relationship can cause paradigm shifts that 
can lead to permanent behavioral change in 
how money is generated, used and 
accumulated.



Problem solve and help him to 
get past where he is “stuck” and 
fell behind in managing his 
income and expenses.



Prepare her to take action to change 
ineffective financial behaviors into 

positive steps to reach goals.



How might you work more effectively 
with people experiencing scarcity?



Client Level Engagement

Event Focus - The coaching leads to a significant financial event, 

such as employment, education, stable permanent housing, or 

another significant financial change in their life.

Task Focus - The coaching leads to the client agreeing to work on 

a specific task, such as developing and following a budget, paying 

off debt, getting a resume' written, opening a bank account, etc.



The 
Coaching 
Conversation



Determine which coaching 
mindset is most appropriate 

for the client today.



Reference Guide



You are almost 
out of fuel…





Defining Scarcity



SCARCITY: insufficiency or 
shortness of supply; dearth.



This is how things look when 
they are scarce…



tunneling
the act of focusing so intently on one issue that other issues are 
unable to be seen.
•



whatever is in the tunnel gets attention



LIST AS MANY WHITE THINGS AS YOU CAN…

snow                   milk



goal inhibition



“When scarcity captures the mind, we 
become more attentive and efficient… 

[however] because we are preoccupied by 
scarcity, because our minds constantly 

return to it, we have less mind to give to 
the rest of life”

(Scarcity, Mullainathan & Shafir, 2013; p. 13)





Scarcity directly reduces bandwidth

(Mullainathan & Shafir, 2013)

Bandwidth – how much 
mental capacity is available 
for use at a given time?



There Will 
Always Be 

More

There is Not 
Enough
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what 
causeslack?



Questions & 
Reflections



Activity: 

SCARCITY Triggers



Scarcity Triggers

living 
situation

not enough 
income

bad credittoo much 
debt owing

Have a coaching conversation 
around what they would like to 
do about these areas, goals for 
change.



The 
Coaching 
Conversation



Check In

Make sure the coaching 
environment is good for 
the client



Coaching Mindset: 

Build Rapport



Ask, Not Tell

• Keep the client in the driver’s seat
• Build trust and intimacy
• Respect when a client says, “No.”

“Can I share 
an idea with 

you?”

“I have a hunch 
about something, 

can I share that 
with you?”



Set Session Focus and Build Awareness

What the client wants to 
work on in the session or 
confirming a 
pre-determined topic



Why coach for awareness?



1. To increase awareness around the participant’s session focus 

2. To create new perspectives around their current obstacle, 
even if it seems quite straightforward

Why coach for awareness?



Coach for Awareness



Scarcity and 
Behavioral Economics





Behavioral Contexts

Decisions are influenced by the 

context in which the decision is made. 



February 16, 2017

what’s really going on, on 
the other side of the table?



What’s 
Working

What to 
Improve



What
Capacities?
(Mullainathan & Shafir, 2013)

1. Cognitive

2. Executive control



Capacities
• Cognitive Capacity

– the psychological mechanisms 
that underlie our ability to solve 
problems, retain information, 
engage in logical reasoning, etc.

– Fluid intelligence – ability to think 
and reason abstractly and solve 
problems independent of any 
specific learning or experience.

SCARCITY



Capacities
• Executive control

– underlies our ability to 
manage our cognitive 
activities, including planning, 
attention, initiating and 
inhibiting actions, and 
controlling impulses

SCARCITY







The old guard: Rational Choice

• People carefully and “rationally” weigh costs and benefits to 
make decisions that are in line with existing, stable 
preferences.

• Defaults, frames, and price anchors would not have any impact 
on consumer choices.

– In a word, decisions would be fairly predictable.



Sometimes 
things 
happen 
beyond our 
control…



Behavioral Contexts

• Loss Aversion – the threat of loss has a greater impact than the 
possibility of gain

• Mental Accounting – compartmentalizing money with different 
perspectives of how to spend it, based on where it came from

• Regret Aversion – avoiding decisive actions based on the fear of 
regretting the decision

• Hassle Factor – perceived hassles can cause people to avoid taking 
action, even though they may really want to





Sometimes a little 
nudge is needed



Core Coaching Tools: Powerful Questions

Short and 
Simple

less than 10 words

Open Ended
can not be answered 

with a yes/no

Asked in 
Curiosity

no agenda

Assumes 
Positive 
Intent

Starts with 
what, where, 
who, when

1 2 3
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Coach for Awareness: 

Sample Powerful Questions



Coach Facilitated Activities 

Something that you will 
help the client to 
complete during your 
time together.



move away 
from 

"doing for"

and go 
towards
“doing 
with"

scaffolding



Coaching Mindset: 

Focus on Strengths



Coaching Confidence: Focus on Strengths

Noticing and commenting on client strengths is a 
powerful way to reflect back to them the unique gifts that 
they bring. 

Building a client’s awareness of their strengths helps them 
build confidence and well-being.



Examples of Coach Facilitated Activities

• The Financial Wheel of Life

• Beliefs Matrix

• Any Forms or Documents Required by Your Program

• Client Action Plan



Financial 
Wheel of Life 

& 
Coaching 

Worksheet



Financial 
Wheel of Life 

& 
Coaching 

Worksheet
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Practice 
completing your 
own wheel.





Financial Wheel Worksheet

• Review the 3 Highest Scores

– How long

• More than a year

• Less than a year

– If it’s a new area of satisfaction

• What happened to make this area improve?

• What did you do to help make that happen?



Financial Wheel Worksheet

• Review the 2 - 3 Lowest Scores

– I see that you scored a ______ in this area, why do you think that is?

– What is it about [the area] that’s hard for you?

– What would need to happen for this number to be higher?



After the Wheel, you have more 
possibilities for the Coaching 
Conversation:
Set a Financial Goal



Practice Coaching

Triads – coach, participant, observer



Listening for the Client’s 
Resources



Listening for Beliefs

– Listen for your client’s unwanted results and then help them 
raise their awareness of their behavior and/or limiting belief

– Listen for an underlying limiting belief and then ask about 
their desired results, which can lead to the creation of an 
empowering belief



Inner Critic

I can’t afford it…

Money doesn’t “grow” on trees…

If money could talk, it would say good-bye…



Speak in Empowering Language

The Client’s Language

Replace Dis-Empowering Language



Behavioral Change



No good 
company will 
hire a person 
like me.

I don’t even 
bother to 
apply for jobs 
outside of fast 
food.

I earn only 
minimum 
wage, which 
is not enough.

There is an 
employer 
who will hire 
a person with 
my 
background.

Go out and 
present 
myself in the 
best light and 
make 
applications.

To get hired in 
a good job 
paying $20+ 
per hour.

Start your beliefs conversation with 
your client leading with a question 
relating to each area.

Ask the client: 
“What is it about your situation that 
is holding you back right now?”



Practice Coaching

Triads – coach, participant, observer



Set and Test SMART Goal

1. Help the client to 
identify what goal 
they want to achieve.

2. Make sure it is the 
right goal for them at 
this time.



SMART Goal Worksheet



SMART Definition

Specific State exactly what you want to accomplish.

Measureable How will you measure progress?

Attainable A goal should stretch you slightly, but be achievable.

Relevant A goal should  be meaningful to you, and relevant to 
your larger goals.

Time-bound When will it be accomplished by? All portions of a goal 
should have deadlines to better track progress.



Test Goal

1. Review the session briefly: 
• “You came in with this (challenge, issue, question), this is the goal 

we have come up with.”

2. Check to see if it is too much or not enough:
• How does that feel?
• Are we missing anything?
• Does that feel doable?



Practice Coaching

Triads – coach, participant, observer



Preparing for Clients 
Experiencing Scarcity



what does this all mean?



Loss of 
income

Unexpected 
expenses

Too much 
debt

Newly 
acquired 
financial 

responsibilit ies

Change in 
marital 
status

SCARCITY FACTORS 

THAT HINDER 

FORWARD FINANCIAL 

PROGRESSION



Client Behavior

• Failure to:

– Sign up

– Show up

– Be prepared

– Follow direction

– Comply with 
behavioral 
expectations

– Complete



Participant or Program?

• Participant

– Lack of understanding

– Lack of motivation

• Program

– Lack of or Ineffective 
incentives

– Opportunity cost for 
bandwidth

Local Agency Office



coaching

approach

client

agency
coach



Possible Program Redesign

• Incentives that fall inside 
the “tunnel”

• Integration models that 
builds client bandwidth



• Client behavior results from 
tangible and mental limitations

• Client progression to outcomes 
can become inhibited 

• The coach’s coaching context 
may need to be fluid to adjust 
to decreasing client bandwidth

• The coach must be aware of 
their own bandwidth

SCARCITY
The Impact on the 

Coaching 
Relationship



SCARCITY
The Coach’s Role

– Facilitate conversation/process

• Forward action

• Assist progress

– Self-Manage

• Hold the focus

• Recovery



Benefits of Coaching Through Scarcity 

• Anchored in collaboration

• Clients regain bandwidth through 
simplification of process and/or 
clarification of an optimal path

• Staff can avoid additional personal 
bandwidth tax 

SCARCITY



Questions & 
Reflections



The 
Coaching 
Conversation



• Build Rapport
• Hold the Focus
• Ask for Permission
• Focus on Strengths

Coaching through Scarcity



Coaching Demonstration and Practice

Using the Coaching Conversation 
Model to Guide Client Discussions



Practice Coaching

Triads – coach, participant, observer



Summary of the Day

Clear Unclear



Thank You


